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Introduction . Spatial profiles of soft Xeray intensity (E 113' I .75 keV ) are measured on JET
llSlllg one vertical and one horizontal X ray diode array (ltlll detectors total). Using
tomographic reconstruction techniques spatial distributions of local X—ray emissivity are then
derived. Remarkable differences in the Xeray emissivity distributions have been observed
depending on the type ol‘ plasma discharge. Xeray distributions measured during limiter
discharges usually have a gaussian shape. In deep contrast. extremely peaked profiles of
X—ray emissivity. with most ol’ ol~ the emission coming from a narrow central region. have
been observed alter pellet injection and flat or even hollow emissivity profiles have been
observed during the l’lemode (,ifX17t'riiit discharges. In part I of this paper simulations which
reproduce well both the shape and absolute emissivity of the measured profiles are
presented They show that peaked or hollow emissivity profiles rellcct similar changes in the
density distributions of the dil'l'ercnt species.

The vertical Xeray camera which directly views the trajectory of pellets injected into the
plasma shows very intense ln‘etusstrahlung emission from the interactions of plasma electrons
with pellet particles. In part 2 ol' this paper a model which accounts for the main aspects ol‘
the observations will be discussed

1. Simulation of emissivity profile .
Peaked profile— Fig. I shows the X—rav distribution before (t:4.44 s) and after (t=7.52 s) the
injection ol~ two D pellets (4 mm pellet at 4.5 s and 2.7 mm pellet at 5.5 s) into an ohmically
heated plasma (74’ l3572.l=2.5 MA. [3:].HT). 'l'he first pellet. coolingr the plasma. allows
the second pellet to penetrate deep into the plasma. leading to a dramatic increase of the
central emissivity and consequently to a Strong peaking ol' the X—ray distribution. Very
similar observations made on other experiments have already been reported 1‘1.
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Fig. I — X ray emissivity distribution belore and aiter pellet injection.



Fig _shoVVs the 1adi111 emissiVitV profile ot the peakeddistribution (t:7 53 5) together with
two ditlerent simulations usinu the radiation code lONEU" 'l'aking in account the
t1ansmissior1 of the filter the code caeulates for each radiating species a radial profile of
emissivity and these are then summed up to yield 11 total profile. The radial charge state
distribution for each species is calculated assuming coronal equilibrium and using the
impurity concentrations derived from PllA spectra and the profiles of T1 and 11!, measured
with the LIDAR 'l'homson scattering diagnostic. 'l'he rrtcasured profile of II“ is also very
peaked In the first simulation (nine 1) which reproduces well the shape and absolute
emissiVitV ot the measured profile the densitV distributions L11 the dilleient plasma species are
assumed to be as n“. The calculation shoVVs that the observed emission is mainly due to

free—free radiation from fully ionized C and O. In the second simulation (curve It the radial
density distribution of D is taken as 11‘, but 11 much broader pre—pellet distribution is used for
the C O. ('1 and Ni impurities. A peaked l) Llcnsitv profile is to be expected as the second
pellet deposits 111 this case. a large part of its particles 111 the pl 1sr111t center l’he peaking ol'
the impurities is moreLsarprisine 1111L1111Llicates an increasL ott'the 111w111Ll convection velocity
This result can be understood according to the neoclassical theory which predicts that the
large density gradient of the 1) ions should drive the impurities inward However since the
neoclassical theory has not been adequate to describe the majority of experiments this
interpretation should be looked 111V\ith caution and more work is needed to confirm it.

Hollow profile — Hollow X—ray profiles are observed 111 certain Xerpoint discharges correlated
with hollow electron density profiles. Fig. 3 shows such Xiray emissivity profile measured
during an llemode together with two simulations. '1'l1e simulation which reproduces the
111easured profile well (curve 1) was obtained using the hollow electron density profile
measured by interferometry and assuming tor the other plasma species the same shape of
density profile. A second simulation (curve 1). assuming 1'1111 density profiles over the central
region, was run to verily that the 1111111111111ess111111e Xeeray profile was not due to line radiation
from N1 111-("l btrt 11 rather 11 direct consetlence of the hollow densities,
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Fig. 2 7 Profile ot X—ray emissiVity alter pellet 112.1- Measureat and simulation ol hollow
injection and two simulations assuming peaked \ 11IV emissiVitV profile during an 11 mode
or broad density profiles tor the impurities.



2. X-ray ablation emission . Detailed observations on D pellets injected into .I ET hare been
made with the vertical soft X—ray camera which directly views the pellet trajectory Strong
emission (Fig-l) is seen from the pellet-plasma interaction region due to bremsstrahlung
radiation from collisions between the plasma electrons and the ablated pellet particles theobservations hayc been used extensively to determine the pellet velocity and depth of
penetration. The time dependence ol‘ a single channel has shown that the emission originates
from within a region with a diameter 2 r‘ = 7 cm in the major radial direction and I}, is taken
as the critical radius at which the ablatant flows along the magnetic field litres. The length ol’
the hoze of ablatant along the field lines was determined from toroidally spaced X—ray
detectors as much less than 3 m . Measurements with dillcrent Be lilters showed that thecl'l'ectiye temperature of the electrons in the region ot‘ the pellet was close to that ol‘ theplasma belore pellet injection.
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Fig. 4 — The ablation ol a pellet as seen by the \vertical X' ray camera
l’hc Pellet ablation model of Parks and 'l'urnbulll has been used to calculate the absoluteintensity of the X rays. For the shots considered here the model also gaye an accurateprediction ol' the pellet range although a more complicated model5 is generally required topredict the pellet range iii .l ET. In this model the incident plasma electrons interact with theablated particles which expand spherically with high density and low temperature near thepellet surface. In a later rcl'inement to the tltctii'y"“ the ablated particles flow along themagnetic field lines at I" = 2,5 rp . but we prefer to keep I“ as a free parameter as themeasurements show a much larger (

solution of PT but outside we have found the corresponding solution for cylindricalgeometry. The temperature of the incident electrons dillers significantly from I; close to thepellet surface only. As the X7‘
use the plasma \‘alue ot’ I“ eycrywlicre ’l'he ablatant density is
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1X) yalue Inside I“ we use the analytic asymptotic

1y emission comes l'rom mttcli larger radii it is reasonable to

where n l " is a constant near unity. r and p. are the radius and the density at the sonicsurface and : a \‘ariablc along the field lines. As the velocity of the ablated particles is muchless titan the plasma electrons the X ray emission may be calculated from the hydl'ogenicbremsstrahlung formula
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Where [1‘ is the energy cutol'l. Integrating over the field of View ll~ig5l giyes
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This expression (accurate to s-ZtI‘M) depends only weakly on r], confirming that there is little
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emission from the region near to the pellet. I" has been compared with experiment (Fig.6)
for the ease of a 3.0 mm D pellet injected into a D plasma with
I : 3 MA. I3 = 3.8 I'. H“ = 1.35 X. llt'” m“ and It : 4.3 Irel'. The calculated emission
generally exceeds the ohsened value in the outer part of the plasma. hut decreases to well
below the observed value at the end ot‘ the pellet trajectory. The ohsenation that I" always
increases sharply at the end oi the trajectory is not adequately explained h) this model.
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Fig. 5 — Schematic of the ahlatineV plasma within
the field of \‘ie\\ ot an X—ray detector (D is It.
For r .- r_ the particles How along the t'ield lines

Fig. 6 ~ Comparison between measured (each
data point corresponds to a particular detector)
and Calculated soil X-t'a)‘ power versus radial

(/. direction). position.

In conclusion : ( l) the Xera)‘ measurements support the concept ot' the formation of a plasma
hose. but its radius is larger than predicted and it is quite short ("3 3m). (3) the Pl model
provides an approximate estimate ol' the ohserred emission except towards the end of the
pellet’s range where the calculated value is much too small. (3) the X—ray energy spectrum is
apprt'mimately as expected.
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